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Martín Espada: Social Activist, Revered Poet, and Storyteller   

 Raised by an activist family, advocacy was in Martín Espada’s blood. He has held 

careers in various fields -- all closely rooted to social change, especially his poetry. His open-

verse poems are a testament to a life dedicated to bringing awareness to the various social 

injustices that plague America, particularly for minorities. And while his poetry is accessible and 

can stand alone, witnessing him perform enhances his poems’ messages, for Espada not only 

shares context information, but he craftily shapes his verses with body language and various 

vocal techniques that relay important implications to the audience.     

Whether at a public library reading or on a national television show, Espada would often 

share background information on the poem’s meaning, which was often tied to his personal life 

experiences. In his public reading of “Jumping Off the Mystic Tobin Bridge” at Cambridge 

Library, Espada reminded the audience of his Boston connection, for he earned his J.D. from 

Northeastern University, which then led him to practice as an advocate for tenant’s rights for 

Chelsea’s Hispanic and Latino community.   

During the poem’s second stanza, the audience learned how Espada relied on public 

busing to commute from Boston to Chelsea. Throughout this stanza, Espada not only highlighted 

his growing discontentment for public transportation, but also the court system, since he was the 

one who had to translate the eviction process to his clients. This led him to envision a basketball 

star taking crumbled-up pages of law and throwing them into the garbage as he heard the legal 

aids chanting his name (“Reading”). This growing hostility was emphasized as Espada boldly 
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repeated how he hated the 111 bus; therefore, he opted to take a cab home (“Reading”). 

Although Espada could avoid the dreadful 111 bus, he could not escape racism, regardless of his 

background -- which was the theme to this cultural criticism piece.   

 While this theme is clear to the reader, Espada’s presentation brought his message to life. 

As he stood at the podium, reciting his lines, with hand gestures mimicking those of a politician 

at a campaign rally, he drew the crowd in with his flow of movement and vocal pacing. And just 

as most memorable politicians are skilled orators, Espada’s vocal inflection carried the emphasis 

of his words that conveyed his message clearly. Such as, when he mimicked not only the cab 

driver’s New England accent and dialect, but also his racial prejudice as Espada read, “You gotta 

be careful in this neighborhood. There’s a lotta Josés around here” (“Reading”). Clearly, the 

driver was unaware that his customer -- the man dressed in a suit and tie-- was a Puerto Rican. 

Espada was quick to enlighten the driver, as he informed him that he, too, was a José -- copying 

the driver’s derogatory tone.  In response, the driver got defensive and asked what he was to do, 

did Espada want him to jump off the bridge.   

The following stanza provided historical context into the poem. Espada used the 

infamous 1989 Chuck Stuart case, which was about an upper-middle class White couple. 

According to The New York Times, the pregnant wife was shot in the head and killed, and the 

husband (Stuart) was shot in the abdomen; however, his injury turned out to be self-inflicted, as 

an attempt to cover up his wife’s murder. Initially, Stuart claimed the crime was an attempted 

carjacking, committed by a Black man. Due to the crime and Stuart’s claims, the media and law 

enforcement gave the case a lot of coverage -- as they often do for White victims (Buttercup). 

Yet, once the truth was uncovered, Stuart committed suicide by jumping off the Mystic Tobin 

Bridge to avoid prosecution. Therefore, as a result of the racial framing from the media and law 
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enforcement’s racist actions of the arrest and charge of a Black man, who “fit” their profile, 

Espada intertwined this case into his poem to expose Boston’s systematic racism.   

This systematic racism, combined with the driver’s racial stereotyping and prejudice 

fueled Espada’s initial reaction: yes, he wanted the driver to jump off the Mystic Tobin. After all, 

many among the community, including the leaders, wished for immigrants to jump off the bridge 

to return to their “homelands,” forgetting their immigrant roots. Espada’s pacing slightly 

increased as he read the final lines of the stanza:   

The driver, the cops, the landlords, the judges  

     all wanted us to jump off the Mystic Tobin Bridge, all wanted us to sprout gills  

     like movie monsters so we could paddle underwater back to the islands, down  

     into the weeds and mud at the bottom, past the fish-plucked ribcages of the dead,  

     the rusty revolvers of a thousand crimes unsolved, the wedding rings of marriages  

gone bad, till we washed up onshore in a tangle of seaweed, gasping for air (“Reading”).  

And once he reached the final line, he choked out the last three words: gasping for air to reflect 

and reinforce the restriction (oppression) immigrants and minorities felt.   

However, social change can happen, as Espada acknowledged eighteen years later in his 

poem “Litany at the Tomb of Frederick Douglass.” Written three days after the 2008 election of 

America’s first African-American president: Barack Obama. This historic event inspired Espada 

to visit Douglass’ grave at Mt Hope Cemetery in Rochester, NY to pay homage to the late social 

reformer and abolitionist.   

Yet, it was the weekend of Obama’s second inauguration where Espada was a guest on 

the PBS broadcast Moyer and Company—where he read the poem to host Bill Moyer.  As Moyer 

introduced his guest, he informed the viewing audience of Espada’s background, how he had 
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been raised in Brooklyn, but when his family moved to Long Island he had experienced racism 

as the only Puerto Rican family within the community (“Martín Espada”). Moyer also shared 

Espada’s accomplishments as a poet and author, as well as his career as a lawyer and activist, 

since the show’s lineup often consisted of politicians, activists, and scholars who discussed and 

debated America’s hot issues. Therefore, revealing Espada’s personal struggles with racism, 

along with his careers, built his ethos among the viewers.  

The poem’s first stanza is a series of metaphors that capture the wonderment of this 

historical event. As Espada recited the poem’s opening lines, he paused at each line break as he 

said: “This is the longitude and latitude of the impossible; / this is the epicenter of the 

unthinkable; / this is the crossroads of the unimaginable” (“Martín Espada”). These pauses 

signified to the audience the significance of Obama’s accomplishment, as well as highlighting 

what was Douglass’ dream for equal opportunity for all African Americans.   

 Without question, Douglass’ vision, perseverance, and willingness to take risks paved 

the way for those who came after him. During Espada’s interview, he stated how Douglass was 

the “quintessential American,” since he followed his dreams which led him to become liberated 

and liberator (“Martín Espada”). As a result, Douglass’ grave had been decorated by others with 

symbolic mementos to pay respect to the great diplomat. One of the items, a T-shirt from a labor 

union with a “I Voted Today” sticker attached, represented how all adult American citizens now 

have the opportunity to participate in their democracy—regardless of gender, race, and class—

which was unfathomable during Douglass’ days. Espada capitalized on this symbolism in his 

poem, as he depicted an Obama campaign button, where he allocated the O in Douglass to 

Obama.  Espada read: “The button says: Obama” -- as he stressed the O and the final A in his 

name (“Martín Espada”). This line, and intonation, conveyed to the audience the profound 
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impact that social reformers -- like Douglass -- had on American society, even over a century 

later.   

As Espada read the final lines of the final stanza, his voice deepened, as if he were a 

priest reciting The Lord’s Prayer during mass, as he said: “I say a prayer, the first in years: that 

here we bury what we call / the impossible, the unthinkable, the unimaginable, now and forever. 

Amen” (“Martín Espada”). While these lines represented how history had been made, where the 

impossible was now possible, they also act as a reminder to the audience to not become 

complacent, because social injustices do not disappear after a single victory.    

Tying in biographical and historical accounts throughout his poetry supported and 

magnified the spotlight Martín Espada placed on essential social issues. However, his art went 

beyond words on a page, and became enhanced through his performance as a skilled storyteller. 

His pacing, varying vocal inflections, and vocal emphasis on keywords allowed for the audience 

to clearly grasp his poems’ theme.  
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